Halloween Sentences

Read each sentence. Circle **telling** if it is a telling sentence. Circle **question** if it is a question.

1. We picked a giant pumpkin when we visited the farm. **telling** question

2. Did you carve a jack-o-lantern for Halloween? **telling** question

3. Will there be a full moon tonight? **telling** question

4. I am wearing a costume to the party. **telling** question

5. Do you think I should bring a sweater? **telling** question

6. Will we get to bob for apples? **telling** question

7. I helped make the magic potion punch. **telling** question

8. Did you put the punch in the black cauldron? **telling** question

9. Did you help make the decorations? **telling** question

10. There will be ghouls and monsters everywhere. **telling** question

Write a telling sentence and a question using the following words. Remember to capitalize and use the correct punctuation.

haunted, old, the, is, house

The old house is haunted. (telling)

Is the old house haunted? (question)
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Read each sentence. Circle **telling** if it is a telling sentence. Circle **question** if it is a question.

1. We picked a giant pumpkin when we visited the farm.
   - telling
   - question

2. Did you carve a jack-o-lantern for Halloween?
   - telling
   - question

3. Will there be a full moon tonight?
   - telling
   - question

4. I am wearing a costume to the party.
   - telling
   - question

5. Do you think I should bring a sweater?
   - telling
   - question

6. Will we get to bob for apples?
   - telling
   - question

7. I helped make the magic potion punch.
   - telling
   - question

8. Did you put the punch in the black cauldron?
   - telling
   - question

9. Did you help make the decorations?
   - telling
   - question

10. There will be ghouls and monsters everywhere.
    - telling
    - question

Write a telling sentence and a question using the following words. Remember to capitalize and use the correct punctuation.

haunted, old, the, is, house

The old house is haunted. (telling)
Is the old house haunted? (question)